Blueprint for Example

Judgment is wanting separation or feeling separate

Formula: Confront your Challenge by Clearing the judgment using your Action Step This will change your Negative Ancestral Pattern (NAP), giving you your Result!

Mental Spin
Grounding is imperative to processing the mental spin. In the mental spin, you will be replaying thoughts over and over, unable to choose your connection to Spirit.

Physically Taken Care Of
Physical issues or unable to physically manifest because you are unwilling to follow through with what you know to do.

Mental Action
Let go of anyone or anything that may be holding you back from feeling Physically Taken Care of and follow through consistently until you see results.

Missing Element: Create Transformation

External Lifestyle
Projecting Guilt: Judgment from others in an incident

Internal Identity
Wound: Short-sighted

Grounding: Focus

Guilt: Judging yourself for an incident

Step 1: Who is the person/incident you feel guilt with?

Step 2: If you made the right decision, stand firm. If not, be accountable in a clearing conversation.

Missing Element: Create Transformation

Body

Image

Health

Honor 

Tender

Career

Wisdom

Tender

Guidance: Raphael

Raphael: Positive Charismatic healers; success follows once they face their fears Contrary: They believe in victim status

Coping Method: Struggler - Courageous! They are unstoppable. - or - They struggle in accomplishing any goal.

Negativity: Pessimistic

Method: During - You process your emotional reactions while the event is taking place.

Practice: Follower - Follows guided messages; create personal desires without “checking in” with guidance.

Guide: Raphael

Circuit: Knowing, Hearing, Seeing, Feeling

Coping Method: Struggler - Courageous! They are unstoppable. - or - They struggle in accomplishing any goal.

Mental Spin
Grounding is imperative to processing the mental spin. In the mental spin, you will be replaying thoughts over and over, unable to choose your connection to Spirit.

Physically Taken Care Of
Physical issues or unable to physically manifest because you are unwilling to follow through with what you know to do.

Mental Action
Let go of anyone or anything that may be holding you back from feeling Physically Taken Care of and follow through consistently until you see results.